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Blog Post Guide/Checklist 
❏ Duplicate an existing blog post (choose one similar to what you are creating to save time) by 

clicking on the title of a post and then choosing Edit. A new post will open in a new window.  

❏ Under the Content Tab: 

❏ Edit the title and remove the “Copy of” text  

❏ Create the content of your post 

❏ Add links, photos, etc. just like you would on a normal web page 

❏ Try to avoid using all-caps and double check spelling and grammar.  

❏ Click on the word Category and select or de-select the appropriate category 

❏ Selected categories are gray. To de-select, just click on the category name 

❏ Be sure to include the appropriate seasonal tags.  

❏ Under the Options Tab: 

❏ Select your thumbnail image. This will represent your post. Choose a square image 

whenever possible, otherwise it will be cropped to square.  

❏ Edit the url to make the link short and concise 

❏ Complete the Excerpt text. This should be very short. (It’s easiest to copy and paste the 

main point of your post from the Content tab.) 

❏ Be sure the Featured circle is checked! If this is not checked, your post will not display. 

❏ Under the Location Tab: 

❏ The location should copy over automatically. Be sure to update if the program/event is 

not taking place at the Elite. 

❏ Under the Social Tab: 

❏ Toggle the switch to on to ensure the post shares automatically to the Facebook page 

when you hit Save and Publish.  

❏ Final Step: Click on the word Draft at the bottom right-hand corner and select Save and Publish.  

❏ Alternatively, you can select draft and save to edit later or Schedule and choose a 

date/time in the future to publish the post. You can also alter a date of any post to change 

which posts appear on the home page, which features the most recent posts.  

 

**To archive a post, simply open the post and uncheck the “Featured” circle on the Options Tab. This will 

remove the post from showing under the category blocks but it will remain on your archive list.  
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